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Abstract
Background: Serious games have the potential to resolve educational problems faced by medical students, such as insufficient
rehearsal due to boredom and lack of motivation. However, serious games’ relatively novel concepts in science and many genres
of games that are common in recreation remain underresearched in the literature. Board games are one such genre that, despite
their potential, affordability, and flexibility, are rarely designed for medical students, and little is known about student perceptions
of them and their compatibility with rehearsal.
Objective: In this cross-sectional study, we sought to elicit, via an exploratory mixed methods approach, student perceptions
of a digital serious board game specifically designed for the gamified rehearsal of complex medical subjects, with the chosen
topic of anatomy.
Methods: A digital serious board game, based on self-determination theory (SDT), was first designed and developed to facilitate
the rehearsal of anatomy information. Students were then voluntarily recruited to partake in the intervention and were randomly
split into three teams of 2 players per game session, after which they were administered the Flow Short Scale (FSS), which is a
13-item measure where items were rated on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (“not at all”) to 7 (“very much”). Students then
participated in a focus group discussion to elicit their perceptions of the game. Findings from the FSS were subject to descriptive
analysis, and the focus group discussion was subject to inductive thematic analysis.
Results: A total of 12 undergraduate, second-year medical students from the Lee Kong Chian School of Medicine in Singapore
participated in the study. FSS results indicated a moderate level of overall flow (mean score 4.94, SD 1.07) via the subdomains
of fluency (mean score 4.77, SD 1.13) and absorption (mean score 5.21, SD 1.1). Students perceived the game as fun, enjoyable,
engaging, and appropriate as a rehearsal tool that alleviated the monotony of traditional methods of rehearsal.
Conclusions: Our digital board game–based rehearsal tool, when based on SDT, appeared to be suitable for gamified rehearsal
in a fun and enjoyable environment due to its facilitation of intrinsic motivation in its players.
(JMIR Serious Games 2022;10(1):e33282) doi: 10.2196/33282
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Introduction
Background
Modern medicine demands a skilled and adaptable workforce
ready to take up an ever-expanding and increasingly complex
knowledge base within constrained time frames [1,2]. Didactic
methodologies no longer suffice, leading to modern
student-centered approaches, such as flipped classrooms,
problem-based learning, and team-based learning [3-6].
However, such methods focus on taking up novel information
in place of retaining what has been learned. Very few consider
how the affective and cognitive states of their learners might
enhance, or be enhanced by, the methodologies in question.
Once a student graduates to clinical work, knowledge that is
not immediately relevant is gradually lost without rehearsal [7].
At risk are complex cornerstone topics taught early in a student’s
training, such as human anatomy and physiology. However,
rehearsal itself may be impeded by numerous factors, such as
disinterest when a student perceives lack of relevance of a
complex but crucial topic with their intended field, or when the
drive to rehearse is governed by contingent self-esteem (ie, the
approval of others) [8].
This is a cause for concern due to the increasingly
cross-disciplinary nature of medicine, where competency gaps
may result in the preventable loss of life or limb. Woods et al
[9] found that a mere 14% of final-year students were confident
in anatomical knowledge. While students recalled two-thirds
of unrehearsed knowledge at the conclusion of their preclinical
years, this dropped by half after 2 years [10], further increasing
the risk of preventable medical errors. The development of new
methods of efficacious rehearsal are thus warranted.
Recreational video games enjoy near universal prevalence across
cultures and age groups, and are receiving increasing attention
from health care professionals due to their vast potential for
training and therapy [11-13]. When games are purposefully
designed for a nonrecreational—usually clinical or
educational—application, they are termed as serious games
[14,15]. Closely related is the concept of gamification, where
a nongame application is enhanced with game-like elements
for utilitarian purposes, such as increasing motivation and
engagement [16].
When applied toward clinical training and education, serious
games bear similarities to medical simulations in that they
provide learners with opportunities for task training and
practicing, provide active learning, aid in the solving of clinical
problems, and afford experience in risk-free surroundings [17].
However, when designed well, they are also inspiring, engaging,
and frequent conduits of an optimal, innately positive mental
state characterized by psychological flow, motivation, and
enjoyment [15,18,19]. These characteristics have seen them
deployed for increasing psychomotor skills during laparoscopic
surgery [20,21], teaching first-aid procedures in choking
emergencies to nonexperts [22], and imparting history-taking
content to medical students, among others [3,18,23].
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Board Games and Tabletop Games
The near-universal household penetration of digital games may
result in physical play activities, such as board games and other
tabletop games, being perceived as old-fashioned [24]. The
digital aspects of such games include advantageous features,
such as game analytics or, in the case of education, learning
analytics [25,26]; ease of upscaling or mass deployment [27];
and ease of modification without the need to physically produce
new materials [27].
Nonetheless, a sizable market for modern and newly recreated
recreational tabletop games remains to this day, for such games
are comparatively easier to design, their production is more
economical, and they are natural conduits for social inclusivity
[28]; thus, they remain viable avenues of exploratory research
into novel game-based interventions. To this end, in the context
of education, numerous board games have since been designed
and trialed, including for antismoking education [29], nutrition
education [30,31], infectious and parasitic diseases education
[32-35], management of chronic diseases education [31,36-38],
sexual health education [32,33,39], and anatomy education [40].
The socially inclusive and usually flexible nature of board
games, a natural result of the need for multiple human players
[28], also allows for the exploitation of game dynamics, defined
as behaviors that players exhibit when interacting with the game
and each other, for serious gains [24]. Game rules or features
may be designed to elicit willful and positive interaction with
otherwise boring learning materials, cooperation with other
players to achieve a goal, or competition with said players to
reinforce engagement in the activity [28]. Behaviors normally
considered negative in the real world may also be leveraged for
serious purposes; such dynamics include the use of trickery,
deception, conspiracy, and even betrayal, assuming
considerations for ethics have been fulfilled, for a more
entertaining and engaging game activity [41-43].
Board and tabletop games have varied use in medical and
clinical education. However, many of these games are basic in
nature, bereft of complexity found in educational material for
medical students, and are not usually focused on rehearsal.
Notably, many lack clear theoretical foundations to their game’s
design, a notable problem in the field, especially for early
serious games [44,45], despite the dynamic and multifaceted
nature of games qualifying them as complex interventions
[46,47]. This risks unclear game mechanisms, conflicting
frameworks of action, and questionable results wrought from
unclear study designs [45,48,49].

Study Aims
We proposed an exploratory study to gauge the feasibility of a
purpose-built digital serious board game, primarily based on
self-determination theory (SDT) as defined by Deci and Ryan
[50,51], to enhance the rehearsal of anatomy among medical
students, with the overall aim of determining their attitudes and
perceptions toward such an intervention. Under this aim, the
following research questions were investigated:
1.

Is SDT a useful framework for the creation of digital board
games?
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2.

What are students’ perceptions and attitudes toward the
digital board game as a novel interventional tool for
anatomy rehearsal?

Methods
Development of the Digital Board Game
SDT was chosen as the theoretical framework for the
intervention due to its positing of a continuum between the
wholly autonomous and wholly controlled behaviors resulting
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from factors that facilitate or undermine motivation [50,51].
Wholly autonomous behaviors are characterized by strong senses
of choice and volition, are usually the result of intrinsic or
internalized external motivators, and may be increased through
fulfilling the psychological needs of competence, autonomy,
and relatedness [50] (Figure 1). In contrast, the opposing end
of the continuum describes wholly controlled behaviors usually
regulated by compliance with greater powers, transactional
rewards, or undesirable consequences should the behavior not
be exhibited.

Figure 1. Self-determination theory as defined by, and adapted from, the works of Deci and Ryan [50,51]. The fulfilling of the three needs of competence,
autonomy, and relatedness results in the promotion of internally regulated sources of motivation and, resultantly, an intrinsic desire to partake in the
game activity.

Of the needs required of an intrinsically motivating activity,
competence is defined as a desire to master novel skills that
may be met through the creation of challenging opportunities
that individuals may partake in and progress through [51].
Autonomy is defined as the desire for control over one’s own
destiny and behaviors; this desire may be met through activities
that afford individuals the freedom to decide how to approach
challenges, and how they wish to meet personal goals and
exercise behaviors [51]. Relatedness is defined as the desire to
develop and maintain close social relationships with others, be
they as friends, partners, or groups, and this need may be met
through activities that facilitate interpersonal connections,
interaction, and teamwork in the context of competition [51].
SDT was thus used to guide the development of features and
rule sets that would, as much as possible, allow for the
internalization of the three needs and increase the amount of
intrinsic motivation experienced by players, thereby keeping
them engaged with the activity for as long as possible.

Game Features, Rules, and Mechanics

To fulfill the need for competence, in-game educational
materials were drawn from completed modules, and participants
were permitted to look up answers from any source during play.
To fulfill the need for autonomy, game rules were intentionally
kept simple, minimally restrictive, and primarily enforced
around the rehearsal component. To fulfill the need for
relatedness, the game was played in cooperative two-person
teams.
The game’s final iteration was a turn-based free-for-all
competition between three teams tasked to eliminate the other
two (Figures 2 and 3). Each team may accomplish this through
the generation of cosmetically distinct but functionally identical
units, and then navigating said units into opposing bases to
remove one life from an opponent. The cosmetic differences
between teams, represented by team mascots, correspond to the
three key topics of anatomy represented in the game. Internal
organ systems are represented by humans, the musculoskeletal
system is represented by zombies, and the nervous system is
represented by robotic units.

The design of the game’s features and rule sets was primarily
based on SDT to increase the amount of competence, autonomy,
and relatedness felt by subjects playing the game.
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Figure 2. Overview of the game board and all elements therein. Only one copy of each team’s unit is featured, due to a duplicate function that allows
for easy "copying and pasting" of any item on the board.

Figure 3. Close-ups of each team’s functionally identical but cosmetically distinct units. All units were equipped with colored bases for ease of locating
when the camera was raised high above the game board.

Unit generation may only be accomplished through interaction
with the question card rehearsal activity. Decks are represented
by a heart for internal organs, a nerve for the nervous system,
and a chicken drumstick for the musculoskeletal system. At the
start of their turns, teams may elect to draw a random question
card from one of the three decks for either a multiple-choice
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question testing application of knowledge or an open-ended
image card testing identification of anatomically relevant
structures (Figure 4). Teams are permitted to look up answers
to questions, but they must answer questions within a fixed time
(default 30 seconds) to maintain a sense of urgency and prevent
other teams from growing bored.
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Figure 4. Question cards are shown, which are comprised two types of questions: (A) multiple-choice questions and (B) open-ended questions requiring
students to specify short answers.

Upon successful answering of a question, players are given a
level-1 unit that they may either opt to deploy to the board
immediately or retain for upgrading to a level-2 or -3 unit,
subject to answering more question cards on their next turn.
Units of different levels have health points, and they deal to
other units a value of damage equal to their level (ie, a level-3
unit has 3 health points and deals 3 points of damage); units
that receive damage are reduced in level if they do not lose all
their health points in the confrontation (ie, a level-3 unit that
receives 1 point of damage from a level-1 unit is downgraded
to a level-2 unit). This feature serves to reduce the life
expectancy of deployed units and indirectly incentivizes
partaking in the rehearsal feature.
To further reduce life expectancy of deployed units, the board’s
tiles were designed such that players may opt to take two paths
to their opponents. While grey tiles indicate a longer but safer
path (nine tiles), purple tiles are shorter (seven tiles) and include
an additional incentive of a “star tile” at the central intersection.
Teams who successfully control the star tile for three turns in
a row are allowed to draw a magic card that allows them to cast
either beneficial effects on themselves or detrimental effects on
their opponents.
To ensure no one team, either through luck or unusual
competence, may dominate the board for too long and
irreversibly damage morale in their opponents, a rule was
included that awards any team that loses a life one magic card
for immediate use.

Participants
Subjects were recruited from the group of second-year medical
students undertaking their Bachelor of Medicine, Bachelor of
https://games.jmir.org/2022/1/e33282
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Surgery (MBBS) degree at the Lee Kong Chian School of
Medicine, Nanyang Technological University in Singapore.
Second-year medical students were selected due to their having
completed all systems-based anatomy modules required for
their clinical years. Information about the study and links for
registering one’s interest were disseminated to prospective
students via email advertisements, as well as advertisements
during the break periods of student lessons. Students were
repeatedly informed that participation was voluntary and had
no bearing on their educational journey or course credits.
Students diagnosed with, or suspected to suffer from, epilepsy,
vision problems (severe myopia, photophobia, reduced visual
acuity, eye strain, severe dry eyes, etc), significant psychosocial
problems, or any other characteristics that may put them at risk
as a result of study participation were excluded from the study.
All student participants were sent, and instructed to read, the
study information sheets upon registration. All were rebriefed
on the study’s procedures on the actual day of the study, and a
second copy of the study information sheet was presented to
them prior to the collection of consent. Ethical approval was
obtained from the Nanyang Technological University
Institutional Review Board (IRB-2021-01-038-01).

Evaluation of the Intervention
This cross-sectional study employed a mixed methods
exploratory approach (see Figure 5 for an overview) conducted
in two sessions to evaluate the digital game for anatomy
rehearsal. For each session, 6 voluntary subjects—the maximum
allowed by the board game—were randomly sorted into three
teams of 2 required to play the game. The game activity lasted
approximately one hour and was comprised of a blend of play
and rehearsal; the latter featured material drawn from the entirety
JMIR Serious Games 2022 | vol. 10 | iss. 1 | e33282 | p. 5
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of the students’ anatomy education split into internal organs,
the musculoskeletal system, and the nervous system. Students
remained blinded to the topics until commencement of the
activity. Rehearsal materials were presented as question cards
containing either multiple-choice or open-ended image
questions, and students were, by default, given 30 seconds to
answer each question. The game was conducted as per the rules
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described in the above sections. During all rounds of play, a
member of the study team (JWT) facilitated the group to ensure
compliance to the basic rules and checked all proposed answers
against an answer sheet. Participants from the first session were
instructed not to reveal the study details, methods, and
procedures to other students, in order to maintain the integrity
of the experiment.

Figure 5. Overview of the mixed methods study design, wherein collection of quantitative data comprised the Flow Short Scale and qualitative data
was comprised of transcriptions from the focus group discussions.

Flow Short Scale
After the intervention, the Flow Short Scale (FSS) was
administered; this scale is a 13-item measure, with items rated
on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (“not at all”) to 7 (“very
much”). The FSS has demonstrated construct validity [52] and
good psychometric properties (α=.90), and it measures a stable
three-factor structure comprising fluency of performance,
absorption by activity, and perceived importance or outcome
importance of the activity [53]. The scale is most frequently
used as a retrospective measure of flow experienced during an
immediately preceding activity. To eliminate the risk of fomites,
the FSS was digitized and transmitted to subjects via a QR code
to university-secured Google Forms.

Focus Group Discussion
Following the FSS and before participating in focus groups,
participants were reminded that the focus group discussions
would be recorded for transcription by a third-party transcription
company. All focus group discussions were assigned facilitators
who had previously been familiarized with the game
intervention, who were not present during gameplay, and who
themselves had no expertise with anatomy. Guiding questions
comprised the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Was there anything you found memorable when playing
this game?
How would you change this game to make it more helpful?
How could we have made the game more fun for you?
When did you feel yourself entering a state of flow and
what were you doing just before?

Data Analysis

the mean derived as an indicator of how much flow was
experienced. The last three items, measuring perceived
importance, were similarly averaged.
The transcribed focus group discussions were subject to
inductive thematic analysis in accordance with guidelines
established by Braun and Clarke [54], due to the exploratory
nature of the study and the lack of existing theoretical models
describing user engagement in educational board games.
Transcriptions were analyzed by two authors (JWT and SRM)
who have extensive experience with qualitative research. While
both have had prior experience playing board games, none
actively or regularly play in the present day. Prior to coding,
both authors familiarized themselves with the data by reading
through the transcripts. A selective coding process was
administered given the study’s exploratory nature and the need
to elicit the perceived relevance and value of the game for
student rehearsal, that is, factors that facilitated the recall of
information, personal enjoyment, and elements, if any, that were
perceived to assist in increasing the efficacy of the intervention
[54]. Both authors coded independently with no input from the
other until completion. Codes were then compared, and
differences were discussed until a resolution was reached.

Results
Overview
A total of 12 subjects participated in the study; this included 7
males (58%) and 5 females (42%), and subjects were aged
between 20 and 23 years (mean 20.91, SD 0.99). Sessions
comprised 4 males and 2 females in the first group, and 3 males
and 3 females in the second group.

Quantitative data were comprised solely of the FSS results, with
the first 10 items, measuring the dimension of flow, tallied and
https://games.jmir.org/2022/1/e33282
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Flow Short Scale
The results of the FSS, whose items were rated on a 7-point
Likert scale ranging from 1 (“not at all”) to 7 (“very much”),

indicated a moderate degree of overall flow resulting from
moderate levels of fluency of performance and absorption by
activity subdomains. The perceived importance of the activity,
independent from flow, was low (Table 1).

Table 1. Results of the Flow Short Scale (FSS) indicating moderate levels of flow via the subdomains of fluency and absorption, and a low degree of
perceived importance.
Female participants (n=5), FSS scorea

Male participants (n=7), FSS score

Total participants (N=12), FSS score

Range

Mean (SD)

Range

Mean (SD)

Range

Mean (SD)

Overall flow

3.94-5.96

5.00 (0.81)

2.46-6.22

4.90 (1.29)

2.46-6.22

4.94 (1.07)

Fluency

3.40-5.80

4.80 (0.97)

2.60-6.20

4.74 (1.31)

2.60-6.20

4.77 (1.13)

Absorption

4.75-6.50

5.30 (0.72)

2.25-6.25

5.14 (1.37)

2.25-6.50

5.21 (1.10)

Perceived importance

2.00-5.33

3.67 (1.20)

1.33-5.33

3.52 (1.65)

1.33-5.33

3.58 (1.42)

Subdomain

a

FSS items were rated on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (“not at all”) to 7 (“very much”).

Thematic Analysis
The focus group discussions elicited a wealth of insights
centered around students’ views of the game’s fun and
enjoyability, the degree to which they found it engaging, and
its effectiveness as a rehearsal tool. Students were mostly in
agreement in their perceptions of the game and persistent in
their attempts to offer suggestions on how to improve the
intervention. For reasons of confidentiality, all participant
quotations mentioning names and the speakers themselves were
deidentified. Students were then issued a unique code (eg, G2B)
for identification among the study team. All participants were
Singaporeans and communicated primarily in the local
vernacular, Singlish, an English-based creole language; while
comprised almost completely of English words, Singlish uses
a grammatical structure that may be perceived to be incorrect
by a nonlocal English speaker. To avoid accidental changes in
meaning, quotations retained conversational Singlish quotations
verbatim, such as the term “ya,” an analog of “yes,” usually
used as an affirmation, and the ubiquitous particle “lah,” which
is typically used at the end of a sentence that, when combined
with an appropriate tone, may modify or emphasize the meaning
of an entire utterance akin to the use of adverbs on a target word.

Perceptions of Fun and Enjoyment
Participants could differentiate between the educative rehearsal
components and the actual game activity, with many expressing
surprise that the board game could contain elements they
perceived to be fun and enjoyable. These elements were
attributable to the game’s flexible and unrestrictive rule set,
with notable moments of cooperation during the mid- and late
stages of gameplay, where teams formed temporary alliances
against particularly competent players.
Then I was surprised with the fact that, I mean, if you
put all the academics aside, it really functions as like
a real game and real strategies. [Student G2B]
I don’t know whether the original game was supposed
to be about forming alliances, but I think it’s very fun
to be able to form alliances. [Student G1E]
Of note, and although not surfaced during focus group
discussions, the formation of alliances was often accompanied
https://games.jmir.org/2022/1/e33282
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by friendly banter between parties, including those left out of
said alliance.

Perceptions of Engagement
Although students required time to familiarize themselves with
the intervention, most eventually found the activity capable of
engagement and sustained attention. This was attributed to the
game’s interactive component, such as the manipulation of
objects in the digital space. Interaction with other players, such
as forming alliances against a common foe, appeared to facilitate
engagement alongside the previously noted fun and enjoyability.
I think it was very cool...like, you can move the cards
around, like, actual board game but it’s online.
[Student G1A]
...so that’s why we formed alliance against them.
[Laughing]. To stop their progress across the board.
[Student G1B]
The use of strategy appeared to be directly facilitated by the
competitive element. However, the risk of losing one’s units
occasionally resulted in feelings of frustration, especially when
facing two allied teams, to the point that students needed
reminders on the game’s comeback mechanics.
Cause, I mean, you can’t...it’s like you have to choose
someone to target, and then it’s easier to target one
person than all. [Student G2C]
Beyond this, students also noted that the mere notion of a play
activity immediately after the rehearsal task acted as an incentive
to continue partaking in the rehearsal activity. Once engaged,
students appreciated a balance between the difficulty of question
cards and their own skill.
...I think it also gives us an incentive to
actually...remember the, like, the questions...so it
makes it more fun to learn. [Student G1C]
And the questions...they weren’t, like, very easy. Like,
it’s not, like everyone just get correct. [Student G1A]
Finally, students were willing to re-engage with the game
intervention immediately after the conclusion of the focus group
discussions and, thus, the study. These views were not captured
as a result, but they were taken as observational findings by the
JMIR Serious Games 2022 | vol. 10 | iss. 1 | e33282 | p. 7
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study team that the intervention was acceptably engaging for
use in rehearsal.

Perceptions of the Rehearsal Tool
Most students were appreciative that the rehearsal tool provided
them with immediate feedback, although some requested more
detailed explanations for correct answers. Overall, students
reported positive impressions of the rehearsal activity, in
particular, the time limit, chance for immediate rewards, and
that all students could view the questions at the same time.
Ya, but if there’s like explanations...like, a sort of like
answer booklet that is quite detailed. [Student G2F]
And the questions are quite relevant to what we’ve
already studied. So, it’s...a better grasp of what, like,
we see in the labs. [Student G1E]
Now this they’re introduced more of like VR, but like,
I think having, like, a board game really takes it to a
different level. [Student G1D]

Student Perceptions of Flow
When discussing their inputs into the FSS, which was conducted
prior to the focus group discussion, most students were able to
pinpoint the time that they first noticed themselves entering a
state of flow.
I think at the point where you managed to destroy
your first unit...that’s the point where you really get
into the game. [Student G1B]
Like, the first round of questions when you got to see,
like, a taste of what the questions are like. Then it, it
made me quite involved really...like, that was when I
was like, like, when I was in the zone. [Student G1E]
Other students did not observe themselves entering a flow state
and cited reasons of fatigue and the continuous rotation between
rehearsal and play hindering the commencement of a flow state.
I don’t think I reached any state of flow. [Laughing].
There [was] no coffee. [Student G1F]
I mean if you’re playing a game, of course you enter
the flow, just like don’t see time going, but this is still
like sort of studying and playing. [Student G2B]
However, students who did not perceive themselves as having
entered flow states also noted an altered perception of time and
the suspension of fatigue until after the conclusion of the
intervention, both possible indicators of flow.

Tan et al
or incorrectly answers, a question will open that question to the
other two teams for answering.
Like there’s no, there’s no like superpower card or
something whereby you can be like, oh, you suddenly
can ward off all the damages. [Student G2D]
I think it’s a bit slow...So I think, like, you can just
reduce the, the number of steps in, like, every
direction. So just shorter overall. [Student G1A]
Maybe if your team cannot answer the question you
can ask other teams to answer. [Student G2F]
I think they should automate all the, like, the placing
of the units and stuff. And then sometimes you also
forget to move the thing. [Student G1D]

Discussion
Principal Findings
The creation of active student-centered learning environments
that promote learning, participation, and engagement has long
been a need in education [55]. To this end, the exploratory
intervention in this study appears to have been successful, due
to students mostly perceiving it as a fun, enjoyable activity that
suitably facilitated gamified rehearsal and engagement, the latter
of which appeared to occur based on the moderate degrees of
flow indicated by results of the FSS. Although it had not been
the original intention, the intervention, once subject to a few
minor revisions based on feedback, appears suitable for a
student-centered model of rehearsal due to its dynamic nature,
unpredictability due to elements of luck and strategy, and means
for students to exert control over the learning process [3,56,57].
While the use of strategy appeared most linked to perceptions
of fun, enjoyability, and engagement, to the best of our
knowledge this study appears to be the only medical
student–focused digital board game intervention, if not the only
such intervention, to have encountered such a finding. While
numerous publications have described games requiring the use
of strategy, study designs and subject population types largely
varied enough that none were able to draw similar conclusions
[29-40]. Notably, research in serious games commonly features
validation and efficacy studies, thus minimizing the chance for
such conclusions to be drawn [11,12,20-23,29-40].

Student Recommendations for Improvement

However, findings from this study bear similarities to gamified
rehearsal-based interventions designed to complement existing
teaching. While not an explicit game like the one in this study,
the TERMInator tool, developed by Seidlein and colleagues
[58] to facilitate the rehearsal of medical terminologies, was
noted to be an approachable tool that students were inclined to
engage with, most likely due to the introduction of gamified
rehearsal.

Students offered a surprising number of suggestions on how
the game could be improved. Suggestions included the need for
automation, more complexity and opportunities to strategize
during the play phase of each team’s turn, even more powerful
magic cards with opportunities to use them, a faster overall
game pace, and gamification of the rehearsal element through
a “snatching” feature, wherein a team who is unable to answer,

Such findings also bore similarities to results from motivational
reinforcers used to enhance retention in cognitive therapies,
such as task-switching in young children with cognitive control
problems, such as attention deficit hyperactivity disorder [59].
While not explicitly stated, when such reinforcers comprised
the introduction of game or game-like elements that required
the use of strategy in overcoming tasks, motivation to continue

Ya, I didn’t feel the one hour. [Student G2B]
Just that you couldn’t...You feel fatigued but you don’t
feel that it is one hour long. Ya. [Student G2D]
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with an otherwise unattractive task was noted to increase across
both laboratory and commercialized cognitive training tools
[59-61]. Although the intent of such interventions is to train, as
opposed to rehearse, the similarities of the findings despite
differing approaches remain notable.
Nonetheless, medical student subjects from a study examining
the only other anatomy-based board game, published in 2014
by Anyanwu [40], reported similar perceptions, such as interest
and enjoyment, despite the two studies’ differing theoretical
foundations, approaches, and intents. The findings of Moro and
colleagues [62], who created a physiology and anatomy revision
game, also bore similarities to this study in that the interweaving
of rehearsal and game elements likely contributed to increased
motivation and engagement as well as a more positive view of
the rehearsal activity.
Aside from the use of strategy, most perceptions of fun and
enjoyability were linked to interactions with one’s teammate,
opponents, and the play activity itself. Due to the
aforementioned focus on validation studies [28-39], the authors
were unable to identify any studies whose designs allowed for
the direct attribution of enjoyment to any of the interpersonal
relations, although overarching perceptions of fun, most likely
with the actions of play, were still observed [40]. However,
existing research into the conduciveness of learning
environments has suggested that decreasing or disallowing both
teacher-student and student-student interactions, thereby
decreasing the quality of social interactions, interferes with
beliefs of self-efficacy and self-concept of ability [63-65]. The
apparent underreporting on whether an intervention is fun,
enjoyable, or engaging is possibly linked to the presumption
that it must be these things if it was to be successful. However,
this paper posits that not knowing if a game-based activity is
enjoyable risks misattributing efficacious results to other factors,
such as the benefits of increased exposure even if an intervention
is not engaging [66,67].
Instead, findings of a similar nature have been noted in gamified,
as opposed to explicit game-based, interventions. Felszeghy
and colleagues [68] noted that a gamified and collaborative
team-based approach to histology education among dental and
medical students resulted in increased motivation to learn and
interest in histology, and it scored high in participant
satisfaction. While they also noted that their students appeared
to prefer histology learning materials in traditional mediums as
opposed to reading them off of screens [68], this was not
surfaced in the focus group discussions of this study, likely due
to the conciseness of the question cards.
Although the intention was for the rehearsal activity to remain
minimally gamified to preserve the efficacy of known rehearsal
methods, students held opposing views and suggested a means
for teams to “snatch” a question card and its benefits, should
the drawing team be unable to answer it. While similar features,
though uncommon, have previously been noted in the literature
to no obvious detriment [40], such a feature is not likely to
negatively impact the rehearsal activity. Presently, any one team
may wait up to 2 minutes between their turns, and unexpected
delays (ie, a team taking too long to make their moves) may
risk onset of boredom and distract from engaging with the
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activity. While this was not observed in this exploratory study,
it remained one of the justifications for setting a 30-second time
limit to answer question cards, and such a rule should serve
only to maintain psychological arousal until a team’s next turn.
Of note, engagement appeared most strongly linked with fun
and enjoyability, as supported by the findings from the FSS,
which indicated a moderate degree of absorption and overall
flow. A possible explanation is the free-spirited and unrestrained
nature of the play component, which appeared to allow students
to exercise creativity when strategizing against their opponents,
resulting in an intrinsically motivating desire to continue
partaking in the game. An unexpected development was the
formation of informal alliances between two teams against a
more competent third team who, by virtue of correctly answering
many question cards, was able to control significant portions
of the game board with more and stronger units. Interestingly,
the formation of such alliances was not always deemed negative
by the third team, despite such behaviors usually being
considered negative in real-world settings [69,70]. This was
especially true if the third team was still able to maintain an
advantage, despite two teams uniting against them.
Feelings of frustration were noted when two allied teams were
able to push back a third team, but these were, to a degree,
alleviated by the game’s comeback mechanics, in particular, a
rule where any team who loses a life is automatically allowed
to draw a magic card. Such feelings are often unavoidable in
games requiring some manner of human collaboration [70], and
the inclusion of such comeback mechanics based on SDT was
helpful in easing frustration. Although students had refrained
from mentioning this during the focus group discussions,
alliances, due to their informal nature [70], were sometimes
broken by teams wishing to exploit opportunities (ie, securing
the star tile at the central intersection) and press advantages.
Such betrayals occurred infrequently and did not appear to be
negatively received by their peers, and it was decided that rules
against such behaviors were unnecessary at this time.
Although the method (ie, question cards) of rehearsal was
positively received by students, many students disagreed with
the choice to present question cards from the entirety of their
anatomy education, deviating from an identical design choice
of similar games [40]. While this was deemed suitable due to
all subjects having completed their anatomy modules by the
time of the study, students instead preferred having the option
to pick questions from card decks sorted by both topic and
difficulty, such that they may opt for an easier question in
exchange for a lesser reward should they not feel confident in
their mastery of any such topic. This preference is likely
attributable to the digital flashcard smartphone apps commonly
used by students for rehearsal, such as Anki [71,72], due to their
similarities, but note that there is little in the literature that
indicates the superiority of one method over the other.
A contrast was noted between the perceived importance of the
activity as indicated by the FSS and what was verbally spoken
during the focus group discussion. Although students appeared
immensely invested at the prospect of gamified rehearsal, as
evidenced by the enormous amount of feedback and suggestions
they provided, the mean perceived importance of the activity
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was rated a low value of 3.59. While the rationale for such a
discrepancy could not be discerned from the available data, it
is possible that the playing of games, even for rehearsal
purposes, is ultimately given a lower priority for students in
their second year, due to the many undertakings expected of
them during their education. It is also likely, as mentioned by
one student, that students were able to discern that the proper
use of gamification results in the exchange of some efficiency
for motivation and is often used when traditionally efficient
methods no longer suffice; thus, they rated the activity
accordingly.
Finally, although the intervention may readily serve as an
additional means of rehearsal, the game may also serve as a
capstone event, such as a course-wide gaming challenge, to
further reinforce what students have learned during their
education. Competitive learning tools, when well used, have
been known to improve motivation and satisfaction in blended
learning environments [73,74]. Coupled with the
higher-than-average levels of competitiveness observed in
medical students [75], this appears to be a prospective avenue
warranting further investigation.

Limitations
Due to the exploratory nature of this study, the authors were
neither able to predict findings, such as the formation of informal
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alliances and the unusually low levels of importance given to
the activity, nor generate hypotheses, a priori or otherwise,
regarding their nature. Although the gamification of rehearsal
appears well received and helpful, the exploratory nature of this
study serves instead as a starting point from which further
research, both qualitative and quantitative, may commence to
identify further means of increasing efficiency when compared
to traditional methods. The small sample size and broad
distribution of data have also limited the interpretation of
findings from the FSS. Due to the focus on confirming the
feasibility of the intervention, the game’s educational impact
may only be determined in a follow-up study once necessary
improvements have been made. An element of self-selection
bias, in favor of students with existing interests toward playing
board games, may have been present due to the nature of the
study and voluntary nature of recruitment.

Conclusions
This study demonstrated the evidence to support the use of SDT
as an appropriate theoretical base to develop game rules and
features that facilitate a high degree of intrinsic motivation in
a digital educational intervention. The new digital board game
of anatomy examined in this study appears to hold its promise
as an intervention for rehearsal and practice of learned material
in a fun and enjoyable environment.
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